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Design Inspiration

Discover inspiration from our top interior trends for 2024. 
We’ve carefully selected and curated our favorite looks, 
featuring designs from our extensive collection of panel 
decors. Let us guide you in incorporating these stylish 
trends into your home with our hand-picked selection.

Follow us on Instagram @showerwalluk for more ideas 
and inspiration, see our panels in homes like yours.
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Dark

Striking

Contemporary

Atmospheric

Highlights

Oriental
SCA25

Starlight
SCA55

Flamingo
SCA24
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STATEMENT WALLS
Transform your bathroom into a sanctuary with a bold 
statement wall, where daring hues and striking patterns take 
centre stage. Use Flamingo with dark bathroom fixtures 
to accentuate the dramatic ambiance, and pair with small 
pops of colour in your accessories adding an element of 
sophistication and intrigue to your personal space.
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Marble Herringbone
SCA11

Lagoon
SCA73

Arabescato Book-matched
SCA67

Serenity

Effortlessness

Escapism

Sophistication

Elegance
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STATEMENT WALLS
Make your bathroom a serene oasis by incorporating a 
statement wall that exudes sophistication. Use Lagoon 
as a focal point, effortlessly creating a serene escape 
within the confines of your bathroom, pair with hints 
of brushed copper through fixtures, neutral colours 
and textures to add a little luxury.
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Onyx Crystal 
SCA69

Ocean Marble
SW65

Ariston Book-matched
SCA68

Stone Terrazzo
SW77

Santorini Marble
SWT10

Refinement

Warmth

Indulgence

Relaxation

Tranquility

SPATHROOM
Indulge in the serenity of a classic spa-inspired 
bathroom adorned with muted tones and opulent 
gold accents. Soft, neutral hues and textures 
envelop the space, creating a soothing atmosphere 
reminiscent of a tranquil retreat. 

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK
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Phantom 
Marble
SW68

Onyx Smoke
SCA71

Slate Grey
SW33

Ravello Terrazzo
SCA76

Urban Gloss
SW36

Tranquility

Serenity

Refreshing

Sanctuary

Timeless

SPATHROOM
Create your own contemporary spa bathroom, complete with dark 
hues and striking designs for that air of grandeur. Add a touch of 
natural warmth with wood textures and dark accessories to blend 
with the soothing colour palette.

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK
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Bromelia
SCA58

White Charcoal
SW70

Paradise
SCA74

Blossom
SCA72

BOTANICAL
Step into a natural haven with a bathroom of 
lush green tones, bringing a sense of tranquility, 
mimicking the calming embrace of the wild. Use 
our designs filled with organic hues intertwined 
with accents of refreshing peaches and pinks, and 
combine with stone textures and co-ordinating 
furnishings.

Floral

Harmonious

Dynamic

Natural

Vibrant
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Victorian Floral 
Sage

SCA35

White Marble 
Herringbone

SCT03

Botanical
SCA27

Plant Wall
SCA63

BOTANICAL
Transform your bathroom into a botanical 
retreat with soft green and blue tones. Wicker 
and reed accessories add a natural texture 
contrasting the green hues, and black sanitary 
ware provides striking features. Lush house 
plants strategically placed throughout infuse 
the room with a breath of fresh air, creating a 
soothing essence of nature indoors.

Gentle

Unwind

Radiate

Relaxation

Organic

SHOWERWALL.CO.UK
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Onyx Sand
SCA70

Shell Marble
SW64

Athena Marble
SW67

Nuvola Terrazzo
SW83

EARTHY TONES
Step into an earthy retreat, where warm tones create 
a cozy and inviting space to relax. Terracotta fixtures 
transport you to the sun-drenched allure of the 
Mediterranean, whilst warm wood accents infuse the 
space with a rustic charm.
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Cozy

Welcoming

Warmth

Rustic

Tactile
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Federa
SWT06

Cracked Grey
SW57

Natural Slate
SWT07

EARTHY TONES
Create a serene and rustic space, ready for relaxation. 
Stones, woods and concrete textures add a raw and 
modern aesthetic to this overall neutral palette, 
with dark accessories providing a contrast to these 
textures. Plants and succulents add organic textures 
– co-ordinate furnishings with the neutral outlook.

Concrete
SWT09

Refreshing

Stylish

Modern

Rustic

Tactile
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Savannah 
Dusty Pink
SCA65

Scallop Blush
SCA18

Geo Cube
SCA19

White Marble
SWT08

HERITAGE
The boutique heritage trend is dominated by 
soft pinks and blues, where a timeless elegance 
is achieved through a more subtle, harmonious 
look and feel. The delicate hues evoke a sense of 
nostalgia, reminiscent of classic design eras, and 
rose gold fittings add a touch of opulence, casting a 
warm and sophisticated glow throughout the space. 

Boutique

Retreat

Charm

Elegance

Harmony
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HERITAGE
The charm of classic heritage has always remained 
a popular style – through its royal blues and sandy 
tones it provides a warm embrace for any bathroom. 
Pair with vintage fixtures, such as a roll top bath and 
elegant pedestal sink to evoke a sense of nostalgia. 
Draw inspiration from history with traditional style 
accessories, floor tiles and furnishings.

Vintage China
SCA32

Navy Herringbone
SCA16

Sand Herringbone
SCA75

Midnight Blue
SWCT03

Vintage

Timeless

Regal

Traditional

Sophistication
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T: 0845 604 7334            E: info@showerwall.co.uk           W: www.showerwall.co.uk

Naturally inspired surfaces


